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Abstract: In the terahertz frequency range, the commercialized spectrometers, such as the
Fourier transform infrared and time domain spectroscopies, show spectral resolutions between a
hundred megahertz and a few gigahertz. Therefore, the high precision frequency tuning ability of
terahertz lasers cannot be revealed by these traditional spectroscopic techniques. In this work,
we demonstrate a laser beating experiment to investigate the frequency tuning characteristics of
terahertz quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) induced by temperature or drive current. Two terahertz
QCLs emitting around 4.2 THz with identical active regions and laser dimensions (150 µm wide
and 6 mm long) are employed in the beating experiment. One laser is operated as a frequency
comb and the other one is driven at a lower current to emit a single frequency. To measure
the beating signal, the single mode laser is used as a fast detector (laser self-detection). The
laser beating scheme allows the high precision measurement of the frequency tuning of the
single mode terahertz QCL. The experimental results show that in the investigated temperature
and current ranges, the frequency tuning coefficients of the terahertz QCL are 6.1 MHz/0.1 K
(temperature tuning) and 2.7 MHz/mA (current tuning) that cannot be revealed by a traditional
terahertz spectrometer. The laser beating technique shows potential abilities in high precision
linewidth measurements of narrow absorption lines and multi-channel terahertz communications.
© 2021 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
1. Introduction
Recently, the spectroscopy has attracted increasing interests due to its wide applications in funda-
mental science, biological diagnosis, security, etc. Especially, in the terahertz frequency range,
spectroscopic applications show prominent advantages because a large amount of fingerprints
(characteristic absorption lines) of various substances in gas, solid, liquid phases are located in
this frequency range between 0.1 and 10 THz [1–3].
The commercialized Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) and time domain spectroscopies (TDS)
have been widely used for spectral measurements in the terahertz frequency range [4–6]. Both
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terahertz spectrometers have their own advantages, for instance, the FTIR uses an incoherent lamp
as a source and it is featured by the ultra-broad spectral coverage from the visible to terahertz
frequency range; the TDS can perform high dynamic range spectral measurements (>40 dB)
due to its coherent detection nature in the frequency range between hundred GHz and several
THz. Nevertheless, neither FTIR or TDS is capable of high spectral resolution measurements.
Most of FTIR spectrometers can work with the highest spectral resolution of GHz level and some
spectrometers equipped with extremely long arms of the interferometers can reach a resolution
of ∼100 MHz but the long scanning time is required [7]. Although the TDS can work with
much higher dynamic range, its spectral resolution is also limited in the GHz level. Apart
from the above-mentioned two terahertz spectrometers, the terahertz dual-comb spectroscopy
shows unique advantages in fast data acquisition without a need of any moving part in the
system and potentially high spectral resolution. Different from FTIR and TDS, the dual-comb
technique [8–11] employs two frequency combs with slightly different repetition frequencies.
The multi-heterodyne down-converted spectra can be detected using a fast terahertz detector
and then recorded using a spectrum analyzer [12–16]. Although the dual-comb spectroscopy
shows outstanding features, it is an indirect technique for the spectral measurement because
what we directly obtained are microwave spectra. Therefore, a link between the microwave and
optical spectra should be first determined to finally obtain the spectral information in the terahertz
frequency range. Alternatively, another direct technique employing tunable terahertz lasers is
promising for the terahertz spectroscopy.
The electrically-pumped semiconductor-based terahertz quantum cascade laser (QCL) with
high output power [17,18], high far-field beam quality [19], broad frequency coverage from
1.2 to 5.6 THz [20,21], and high operation temperature of 250 K [22], is an ideal candidate
to generate tunable terahertz radiations for spectroscopic applications. On the QCL platform,
the single mode operation and its tunability have been already demonstrated by implementing
different device geometries, such as distributed feedback (DFB) resonators [23], photonic crystal
structures [24,25], graded photonic heterostructure resonators [26] and two-section coupled-cavity
waveguides [27–29]. In order to achieve a wide frequency tuning range, external cavities, such as
a rotational grating mirror [30] or an output coupler combined with a meta-surface QCL [31],
have been demonstrated. Up to now, different approaches have been used to investigate the tuning
behaviour of terahertz QCLs. For instance, the simplest way to measure the frequency tuning of
the lasers can be implemented by using a FTIR. However, its spectral resolution is limited in the
GHz level and the intrinsic high precision tuning ability of the lasers cannot be revealed. The
other technique to unveil the high precision tuning characteristics of QCLs is based on the beating
scheme that is associated with the optical feedback known since early days of the laser technology
[32]. Besides unwanted disturbance of the laser operation, this effect was harvested for optical
measurements, typically realized by self-mixing and/or optical injection [33–36]. In particular,
Consolino et al. investigated the emission linewidth and tunability of a QCL by beating it with a
femtosecond frequency comb [37]. However, this scheme relies on an external terahertz detector,
which increases the complexity of experimental setup. The laser self-detection [13,38] can save
the fast terahertz detector and largely simplify the laser beating setup. It is worth mentioning that
the laser self-detection is the unique feature of laser beating scheme employing QCLs. In QCLs,
the beating of two frequencies will result in the modulation of population inversion, which is
then converted into a current modulation. This current modulation can be measured using the
QCL itself as a detector due to the fast carrier relaxation time in QCLs [39].
In this work, we propose a laser beating technique based on the laser self-detection to explore
the frequency tuning behaviour of terahertz QCLs emitting around 4.2 THz. two terahertz QCLs
are employed in this beating system, one of them is operated in single longitudinal mode and the
other laser is operated as a frequency comb. The beatings between the two lasers are measured
using the single mode laser itself as a fast detector and directly registered on a spectrum analyzer.
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Since the beating system can down-convert the frequency from terahertz to microwave, the
measurement resolution is significantly improved to 1 Hz. Therefore, the tuning behaviour of the
terahertz QCLs by temperature and/or laser drive current can be discovered in a high precision.
2. Laser beating scheme
The laser beating scheme employed in this work is depicted in Fig. 1. One of the lasers, QCL2,
is operated in single longitudinal mode. And the other laser, QCL1, is working as a frequency
comb. The comb characteristics of QCL1 can be found in [13]. In principle, the two lasers have
identical dimensions and similar performances. Both of them can work as frequency combs by
selecting suitable conditions, such as the drive current and operation temperature. The single
mode operation of QCL2 is simply achieved by decreasing the laser drive current as shown in
Fig. 1(a). Figure 1(b) schematically plots the comb lines of QCL1 (red lines) which are equally
spaced by the repetition frequency frep. The dashed line indicates the emission line of QCL2. The
beatings between QCL1 and QCL2 can generate different signals in the microwave frequency
range. For example, the beat between the line of QCL2 and its right (left) closest line of QCL1
can generate f1 (f2); when QCL2 beats with farther lines of QCL1, more radio frequency (RF)
lines, e.g., f3 and f4, can be generated. The relations between f1, f2, f3, f4, and frep are summarized
in Fig. 1(c). And if we fix the comb lines of QCL1 and tune the frequency of QCL2, the laser
beating scheme will allow us to evaluate the frequency tuning coefficient of QCL2.
Fig. 1. Schematics of the laser beating processes employed in this work. (a) Single frequency
emission of QCL2 achieved by decreasing the laser drive current. The current tuning can
force QCL2 to change the operation mode from comb operation to single longitudinal mode
operation. (b) Different laser beating processes between QCL1 and QCL2. The red lines
are the comb lines of QCL1 and the dashed line represents the single frequency line of
QCL2. frep denotes the repetition frequency of the frequency comb (QCL1) and fn the
beating frequency between the single frequency line (QCL2) and the n-th nearest comb line
of QCL1. (c) Down-converted beating signals located in the microwave frequency range.
The formulas show the relations of the beating frequencies.
One can say that the beating between two single mode lasers can be also used for the same
measurement. Indeed, it is, in principle, possible to use two single mode laser for the beating
experiment. However, the beating between two frequencies can only generate one line in the
microwave frequency regime. When the beating signal is too weak, it is hard to find the beating
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signal especially because the exact frequency values of the two QCLs are unknown. In this work,
we beat the single mode QCL with a QCL comb, and multiple beating signals can be generated in
the microwave frequency range. Specifically, two lines, i.e., f1 and f2, in the range from 0 to frep
can be definitely found [see Fig. 1(c)]. Therefore, compared to the beating of two single mode
lasers, the beating between a single mode laser and a comb makes it more feasible to locate the
beating signals in the practical measurements. It is worth noting that in our previous studies,
we demonstrated dual-comb operation using the similar experimental setup when the operation
conditions for the two QCL combs were firmly fixed. Although the terahertz dual-comb is useful
for spectroscopic applications, it is not a good option for the frequency tuning measurement.
The reason is the following: when we change the temperature and/or drive current of one comb
laser, two frequencies of the comb, i.e., the carrier offset frequency and repetition frequency, will
simultaneously change, and therefore, all the comb lines will change accordingly. Because the
carrier offset frequency (or the terahertz central frequency) of the comb is unknown, it is difficult
to determine the frequency tuning of the terahertz modes. Although one can see the frequency
shift in the dual-comb when the conditions of one comb laser is changed, the clear link between
the terahertz tuning coefficient and the dual-comb frequency shift cannot be obtained.
Figure 2(a) shows the experimental setup of the frequency tuning measurement. As explained
before, two terahertz QCLs, QCL1 and QCL2, are employed in this experiment. The two
QCLs are based on a Al0.25Ga0.75As/GaAs hybrid active region design which combines the
bound-to-continuum transitions for the terahertz photon emission and resonant phonon scatterings
for the fast depopulation of lower laser state [40]. The QCL wafer was grown using the molecular
beam epitaxy on a semi-insulating GaAs (100) substrate, which was then processed into single
plasmon waveguide. Finally, 6 mm long laser bars with a ridge width of 150 µm were cleaved and
mounted on heat sink coppers for electrical and optical measurements. The light-current-voltage
(L− I −V) characteristics of QCL1 and QCL2 measured in continuous wave (cw) mode at around
30 K are shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), respectively. Although the two QCLs are nominally
identical, the measured laser threshold and optical power values from them are not exactly the
same due to the imperfections in material growth, processing, device mounting.
In order to investigate the tuning behaviour of the terahertz QCLs, we operate the two lasers
in different ways. QCL1 is operated at 988 mA (see dashed line in Fig. 2(b)) in the frequency
comb regime. In the entire measurement, QCL1 is fixed in this situation to generate stable comb
lines. On the other hand, QCL2 is tuned by the drive current to work in single mode operation
[shaded area in Fig. 2(c)]. The emitted terahertz light from QCL1 is collected and collimated
onto the front facet of QCL2 using a pair of parabolic mirrors as shown in Fig. 2(a). The laser
self-detection scheme [13,38] is employed to measure the beating signals between QCL1 and
QCL2. In this experiment, QCL2 emits single frequency signal and simultaneously acts as a fast
terahertz detector to measure the beatings between QCL1 and QCL2. To facilitate the extraction
of RF signals from QCL2, a microwave transmission line is mounted close to the laser chip. The
extracted RF signals are sent to a Bias-T and then amplified by 30 dB before reaching a spectrum
analyzer (Rohde & Schwarz, FSW26).
To verify that the two QCLs can work as expected as what we proposed in Fig. 1, the
emission spectra of the two QCLs were first measured using a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectrometer (Bruker, Vertex 80v) with a spectral resolution of 3 GHz. Figure 3(a) shows the
measured emission spectra of QCL2 at different drive currents at a fixed temperature of 32 K. It
can be seen that as the drive current is beyond 710 mA, the laser is working in multimode. When
the current is decreased gradually, the single mode operation can be obtained. Futhermore, as the
current is declined to 685 mA, we cannot observe any terahertz signal (see the lowest panel of
Fig. 3(a)). Note that this is not meant that QCL2 driven at this current doesn’t lase. Actually, due
to the signal-to-noise ratio limitation of the FTIR, the weak terahertz signal in this condition
cannot be detected. However, employing the laser beating technique, we, in principle, reveal
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Fig. 2. (a) Experimental setup of the proposed laser beating scheme. QCL1 is operated as a
frequency comb while QCL2 is in single mode operation. The Bias-T is used to send the
current to QCL2 for laser action and simultaneously extract the beating signals from QCL2.
The spectra of the beating signals are finally recorded using a spectrum analyzer with the
assistance of a microwave amplifier with a gain of 30 dB. (b) and (c) are measured L − I − V
curves of QCL1 at 30 K and QCL2 at 32 K, respectively, in cw mode. All temperature values
mentioned in this work refer to the heat sink temperature. The dashed line in (b) indicates
the drive current of 988 mA for the comb operation in QCL1. The shaded area close to the
laser threshold in (c) depicts the current range for single mode operation of QCL2.
that at an even lower current of 648 mA, the beating signal can be also detected (see Fig. 4(c)),
which indirectly proves that QCL2 can emit terahertz photons even at lower drive currents. The
emission spectrum of QCL1 driven at 988 mA at 30 K is shown in Fig. 3(b) (black curve). In
this fixed condition, QCL1 is working as a frequency comb characterized by a single inter-mode
beatnote (frep1) as shown in Fig. 4(b). For a clear comparison, in Fig. 3(b) the single emission
line of QCL2 is also plotted (see the red curve). It can be seen that the two emission spectra have
a strong overlap which is crucial for the laser beating experiment.
Fig. 3. (a) Emission spectra of QCL2 measured at different drive currents at 32 K. (b)
Comb spectrum of QCL1 (black curve) measured at 988 mA at 30 K. The single emission
line of QCL2 (red curve) is also shown as a reference.
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Fig. 4. (a) Inter-mode beatnotes of QCL1 (frep1) and QCL2 (frep2) measured with a RBW of
300 kHz when both QCL1 and QCL2 are working as frequency combs. The drive currents
of QCL1 and QCL2 are 988 and 980 mA, respectively. (b) Inter-mode beatnote spectrum
measured as the drive current of QCL2 is reduced to 648 mA while QCL1 is still electrically
pumped at 988 mA. (c) Beating signals between the single frequency line of QCL2 and
different comb lines of QCL1. QCL1 is driven at 988 mA at 30 K and QCL2 is driven at
648 mA at 28.5 K.
3. Experimental results and discussion
In Fig. 4, we show the results of the laser beating experiment using QCL2 as a detector. When
QCL1 and QCL2 are operated at around 990 mA at 30 K, both of them are capable of comb
operation. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the two lasers demonstrate two narrow intermode beatnote
frequencies, i.e., frep1 and frep2, which are the indicators of the frequency comb operation. In
Fig. 4(a), the two signals, frep1 and frep2, show 50 dB difference in power level. This is because
we use QCL2 as a detector for RF signal measurements. The intra-cavity detection of frep2
involves less loss than the optical coupling detection of frep1. As we decrease the drive current of
QCL2 to 648 mA, QCL2 switches from comb operation to single mode operation. Therefore, no
intermode beat can happen in QCL2 and only frep1 can be observed as shown in Fig. 4(b).
Figure 4(c) shows the beats between the single frequency line of QCL2 and comb lines of
QCL1. As depicted in Fig. 1, we can observe five beats, f1, f2,. . . , f5, ranging from 2.24 to 15.30
GHz. The five beats correspond to the beats between the single line of QCL2 and the five nearest
comb lines of QCL1. The relations of the five beats satisfy those formulas expressed in Fig. 1(c).
The result shown in Fig. 4(c) experimentally proves that the laser beating scheme can work with
our QCLs. Furthermore, it also indicates that the detection bandwidth of the laser beating system
can reach at least 15 GHz. In the experiment, the power of a beating signal is determined by
several factors, for example, the powers of the two terahertz modes from QCL1 and QCL2, the
frequency difference between the two terahertz modes. If the two terahertz modes participating in
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the beating process have fixed powers, the power of the beating signal will decrease monotonously
with increasing frequency. However, in our experiment, the power of each comb line of QCL1
participating in the beatings varies each time. Therefore, we cannot observe a regular decrease
in power with increasing frequency in Fig. 4(c); on the contrary, we can see that f4 shows even
higher power than other beating signals.
After the operation concept is experimentally proved, we can employ the laser beating scheme
to investigate the frequency tuning behaviour of the single mode laser (QCL2). Normally, there
are two ways to efficiently tune the frequency of semiconductor lasers, i.e., temperature and
current. In Fig. 5, we first show the results obtained from the temperature tuning. In this
experiment, the current and temperature of QCL1 are fixed at 988 mA and 30 K, respectively;
the current of QCL2 is fixed at 648 mA while the temperature is slightly changed. Visualization
1 dynamically displays the spectra of f2 as the temperature is changed. Figures 5(a), 5(b), and
5(c) show the temperature tuning behaviours of f1, f2, and f3, respectively. It can be seen that as
the temperature is decreased, f1 and f3 move towards higher frequencies, while f2 shifts to lower
frequencies. The opposite tuning trends can be explained as follows. As shown in Fig. 1(b),
f1 and f3 are generated from the beatings between the single frequency line of QCL2 and the
comb lines of QCL1 on the left hand side of the single frequency line of QCL2. Therefore, when
the single frequency line of QCL2 is tuned, f1 and f3 show same trend as shown in Figs. 5(a)
and 5(c). Regarding f2, because f1 and f2 satisfy the relation of f1+f2=frep and frep is a constant,
f2 always shows opposite frequency tuning trend. Note that the frequency tuning range shown
in Fig. 5(a) is much narrower than those shown in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c). It is because when the
temperature is lower than 27.5 K, f1 moves into a noisy spectral range (caused by environmental
noise and electronic noise of microwave devices used in the measurement) and it cannot be clearly
distinguished (see Visualization 2). However, from Fig. 5(b), the full tuning range of 212 MHz
by lowering temperature from 28.9 to 25.3 K can be clearly obtained. When the temperature is
lower than 25.3 K, QCL2 no longer maintains single mode operation inferred by appearance of
sidemodes; and when the temperature is higher than 28.9 K, the weak signal of QCL2 cannot
beat with QCL1 and generate a detectable beating signal f2. In the given temperature ranges, the
temperature tuning coefficients of 6.5 MHz/0.1 K, 5.9 MHz/0.1 K, and 5.8 MHz/0.1 K can be
extracted from Figs. 5(a), 5(b), and 5(c), respectively, which gives an average tuning coefficient
of 6.1 MHz/0.1 K. In the laser beating experiment, the comb lines of QCL1 are fixed, therefore,
the measured tuning coefficient of 6.1 MHz/0.1 K shows the tuning behaviour of QCL2 induced
by temperature.
Fig. 5. Temperature tuning characteristics of f1 (a), f2 (b), and f3 (c) measured using the
laser beating technique. In this measurement, the drive current and temperature of QCL1 are
fixed at 988 mA and 30 K, respectively; the drive current of QCL2 is fixed at 648 mA, while
the temperature is decreased from 28.9 to 25.3 K. The grey arrows show the temperature
decreasing directions.
Figure 6 shows the frequency tuning behaviour of the laser (QCL2) by changing the drive
current. In the current tuning experiment, QCL2 is stabilized at a heat sink temperature of
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32 K and the drive current is increased from 680 to 705 mA. Similar to the results shown in
Fig. 5, the frequency tuning by drive current can be clearly observed employing the laser beating
technique. Furthermore, we see that f1 and f3 show same tuning trend as the drive current is
increased; while f2 demonstrates opposite tuning trend. Due to the existence of multiple noisy
spectral ranges in lower frequencies, f1 is strongly affected by strong noises (see Fig. 6(a)). In
higher frequencies where f2 and f3 are located, clean signals can be obtained. Visualization 3
records the frequency tuning behaviour of f2 as the drive current is changed. Figures 6(b) and
6(c) show the current tuning coefficients of 2.6 and 2.8 MHz/mA, respectively, which gives an
average value of 2.7 MHz/mA. From Figs. 5 and 6, we can find that for each beating signal
(f1, f2, or f3) the frequency tuning trend with increasing temperature shows opposition tuning
trend with increasing drive current. This phenomenon shows good agreements with the results
discovered by FTIR measurements, i.e., frequency redshift with temperature vs. blueshift with
drive current. Because of this, the relative position between the single frequency line of QCL2
and the two nearest comb lines of QCL1 can be determined. For example, if we look at f1 in
Fig. 5(a), we can see that it moves to lower frequencies when the temperature is increased. Since
the frequency redshift of QCLs with temperature is already known, we can deduce that in the
terahertz range, the single frequency line of QCL2 is closer to the comb line on its left hand side,
as we schematically plot in Fig. 1(b).
Fig. 6. Drive current tuning characteristics of f1 (a), f2 (b), and f3 (c) measured using the
laser beating technique. The drive current and temperature of QCL1 are fixed at 988 mA
and 10 K, respectively. The temperature of QCL2 is fixed at 32 K, while the current is varied
from 675 to 710 mA. The grey arrows show the current increasing directions.
It can be clearly seen that the measured tuning coefficients for f1, f2, and f3 induced by
temperature (Fig. 5) or drive current (Fig. 6) are not exactly identical. The small differences
among the measured tuning coefficients for f1, f2, and f3 are attributed to the measurement
uncertainties. Note that in this experiment, no phase locking technique is applied to the lasers.
Therefore, the frequency lines are still moving and they are sensitive to the environmental
fluctuations, e.g., drive current, temperature, vibration noise, etc. In the measurements, we
recorded the spectra of f1, f2, and f3 at different times, therefore, the fluctuations finally result in
the slight differences among them. One may assume that the other factor, i.e., frequency pulling
effect, could bring about the differences in the measured tuning coefficients. Actually, the pulling
effect strongly works on the closest frequency line. From Fig. 1(b), we can see that if the pulling
effect exist, the single frequency will pull the comb line on its left hand side. If we take the
temperature tuning as an example (see Fig. 5), as the temperature is increased, the single mode
frequency of QCL2 will move toward the lower frequency (red shift) and then the measured
frequency change of f1 be smaller than that of f2. However, the measured temperature tuning
coefficients for f1 and f2 are 6.5 MHz/0.1 K and 5.9 MHz/0.1 K, respectively, which shows the
opposite trend to the expected one. In view of this, we conclude that the frequency pulling effect
is not the main reason for the different tuning coefficients measured for f1, f2, and f3. Furthermore,
note that in our experiment, the single mode frequency is more than 2 GHz away from the closest
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comb line [see Fig. 4(c)]. For the two far-separated frequency lines, the pulling effect cannot
contribute to much for the tuning coefficient measurements.
In Figs. 5 and 6, we demonstrate that the laser beating technique can be employed to investigate
the frequency tuning characteristics of the terahertz QCLs induced by temperature and drive
current. In addition, although the frequency tuning ranges induced by temperature and/or current
are narrow due to the limited dynamic ranges of the single mode operation of QCL2, as far as we
know the measured frequency tuning coefficients, i.e., 6.1 MHz/0.1K and 2.7 MHz/mA, show
the highest spectral precision so far. Furthermore, the compact laser beating setup is capable of
real-time measurements of the down-converted spectra without a need of any moving part in the
system. The high spectral precision and fast data acquisition time are far beyond the functions
of traditional FTIR spectrometers. It has to note that in this work we use a Fabry-Perot (FP)
laser (QCL2) to generate single frequency line by lowering its drive current to the threshold. In
principle, we can also use a distribute feedback (DFB) laser for study its tuning behaviour in
wide dynamic ranges. Because a DFB laser normally lases in a narrow bandwidth due to the
grating structures, it is inherently not capable of broadband detection. Therefore, to detect the
various beating signals like f1, f2, f3 shown in Figs. 5 and 6, the comb laser (QCL1) rather than
the DFB laser should be used as a detector for the multi-heterodyne detection. To experimentally
demonstrate its detection capability, in Fig. S1 (see Supplement 1) we show the setup and
measured beating signals employing a comb as a fast detector. Two microwave signal at f1 (f2)
resulted from the beating between the single mode laser and its closest (second closest) comb
line is obtained.
Compared to other QCL-based beating systems, the unique feature of the presented beating
setup in the current work is its compactness because the laser self-detection is employed and
an external fast terahertz detector can be saved. However, because the two QCLs are operated
in free running, the frequency precision is still limited. In [41], Mohandas et al. demonstrated
the exact frequency and phase control of a terahertz QCL emitting at 2 THz by using a locking
technique. In that work, the terahertz QCL was phase locked to a stable terahertz signal generated
from an all-fiber infrared comb. Once the locking is implemented, the heterodyne linewidth
can be reduced to <1 Hz level and the QCL frequency can be tuned in an ultrahigh precision
determined only by the microwave synthesizer resolution. Inspired by the work reported in
[41], to further improve the measurement precision of our laser beating system, similar locking
techniques, in principle, can be implemented. However, the main point is that in our laser system
the operation frequency is 4.2 THz which is far beyond the working frequency in [41]. Currently,
the terahertz generation techniques based on either electronics (microwave multiplications) or
optics (nonlinear crystals or photo-conductive antennas) cannot efficiently work at the high
frequency of 4.2 THz, which makes the complete locking of the QCLs rather difficult. This
also explains that by employing the free running QCLs, although the tunning coefficients can be
measured easily, it is still difficult to precisely obtain the terahertz absolute frequency. However,
it is still promising to implement the full phase locking of the QCLs in the future with fast
developments of terahertz generation and sensitive detection techniques. Once the QCL is locked
with a stable terahertz source generated optically or electrically as we mentioned before, the
absolute frequency of the QCL and its current and temperature frequency tuning can be obtained
for high precision spectroscopic applications.
Finally, the laser beating technique shows potentials for several practical applications. First of
all, it shows potential abilities to measure the line shape of a narrow absorption line. Because
the down-converted spectra can be visually recorded using a spectrum analyzer in real-time, we
can fast tune the laser frequency by temperature and/or current, and then obtain the intensity at
each frequency point. If a narrow absorption line is located in the frequency range of the tunable
laser, its line shape (hence the linewidth) can be experimentally determined. On the other hand,
the system can be used for terahertz communications (data transmissions). If we modulate the
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single mode laser (QCL2), in principle the envelope can be demodulated by QCL1. It also means
that the data that are carried by the terahertz light emitted from QCL2 can transmit and then
be received by QCL1. More importantly, our experimental results show that we have multiple
channels (f1, f2,. . . , fn) to transmit the information. This could be a novel solution for terahertz
communications using QCLs.
4. Conclusion
In summary, we have demonstrated a laser beating scheme to investigate the frequency tuning
characteristics of terahertz QCLs. In the work, the beating signals between the single frequency
line of one QCL and comb lines of the other QCL were detected using the QCL itself as a
detector. The proposed beating scheme without a need of any moving part in the system has
been experimentally proved. The measured results show that the frequency tuning coefficients
of the terahertz QCL are 6.1 MHz/0.1 K and 2.7 MHz/mA induced by temperature and drive
current, respectively, which have been never revealed by a traditional terahertz FTIR spectrometer.
Furthermore, compared to FTIR spectrometers, the laser beating technique shows two unique
features, i.e., high spectral precision and fast data acquisition. The proposed setup can be also
used for high resolution linewidth measurements of narrow absorption lines and multi-channel
terahertz communications.
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